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Asui gives students more opportunities in voting process

BY NICHOL OTTS

St. John's\' election Day is coming, and ASUI wants the student body to be prepared. The organization is increasing the student vote in the Boise ASUI elections and provides training and voting. They will also provide an opportunity to register to vote in the Make It Count: Vote 2002 cam- paign which is taking today and continuing until election day. "The goal is to increase voter participation in the Student's Union elections and the regional elections," said Make It Count: Vote 2002, one of the leaders of the Make It Count campaign.

There also will be a map of Idaho with all the legislative districts outlined as well as a poster for each district with the candidates listed," said ASUI Vice President Miranda Smith. However, she added that students must ask their friends and family if they have already voted.

Nunes is hoping to fill the other days with groups from around campus and Moscow, but there is no one set up for every day. For information about the ASUI student, Jeanette LeMay and physics professor Thomas Passavant also are attempting to bring candidates to campus for discussions with students. They are contacting every candidate from Idaho, inviting them to campus.

Nunes also hopes to get student groups to create their own political campaigns by asking candidates and what they would do about voting. "We'll provide them the poster board to say what they want," said Naples. On Election Day, Nunes is arranging for transportation for students to the various polling places. Everyone who lives in the same building and fills out a form will be taken to their polling place. The entire Main Street will be at the fair. 

Nunes is attempting to arrange for ride-share vehicles to pick up students that are on campus and at the voting locations. Naples said that if a student is registered in the 2nd Secretary, he or she is in the election, and is not able to get a ride to their polling place.

"We don't want the student vote to be misrepresented," said Naples. "We want to make sure that the student vote is heard.

Former UI Cashier Arraigned in Embezzlement Case

BY TYRONE BROWN

A former cashier from the University of Idaho has been arrested and charged with embezzling approximately $7,185 over a two-year period at the university.

The investigation into the $12,356.23, which ranged from a few dollars to as much as $500, began in March. According to the document, Adams reportedly admitted to stealing the money since spring 2000. She allegedly took the money to finance her drug habit, and would use the money to buy bill and live by supplying large quantities of marijuana to three other people.

According to PETA's Director, Miranda Smith, "PETA is opposed to the use of all animal products. The organization encourages people to stop buying the product and save the lives of the animals.

PETA is a national group that works to stop the abuse and cruelties of all animals. They encourage people to stop buying the product and save the lives of the animals.
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Student Health Center offers meningitis vaccinations

By BECCA BANZI  

This disease strikes thou- sand people a year, hospitalizing many and dooming others. The disease is preventable. The University's Student Health Center is the place to go to get tested.

The Center for Disease Control estimates that every year, 10,000 people get meningococcal meningitis, an infection in the lining of the brain or spinal cord. The disease is rare but deadly, with a 10% mortality rate. The disease is caused by a bacteria called Neisseria meningitidis. The bacteria are spread through contact with the coughs and sneezes of an infected person.

Symptoms of meningitis include fever, headache, stiff neck, and confusion. The symptoms are often missed, and meningitis can be fatal within 24 hours of the first symptoms.

The Center for Disease Control recommends that all college students get vaccinated. The meningitis vaccine is generally given to students during their first year of college.

The meningitis vaccine is effective in preventing infection in about 80% of people. The vaccine is available at the Student Health Center.

Restorative justice gives alternative to public corrections system

By HOLLIE ZEMPER

With a growing number of crimes committed and prisons built at a rapid rate, the public may be looking for other forms of justice. Restorative justice is one of these.

Restorative justice is a process of healing that involves those affected by a crime, including the offender, victim, and their communities. The process is designed to help offenders take responsibility for their actions and to repair the harm caused to their victims.

Restorative justice is an alternative to traditional punishment, which focuses on punishing offenders rather than helping them to understand the impact of their actions and to make amends.

Restorative justice is used in many different settings, including schools, communities, and criminal justice systems. It is used to help offenders make amends to victims, to help victims heal, and to help communities understand and heal from the harm caused by crime.

In conclusion, restorative justice is a powerful alternative to traditional punishment. It is a process of healing that involves those affected by a crime and is designed to help offenders take responsibility for their actions and to repair the harm caused to their victims.
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Investigation into death of former UI student stalls

Annette Rice

Low enforcement agencies are coming up short when it comes to solving cold cases, a state official said Tuesday during a House Public Safety Committee meeting.

"I'm looking at over 200 cases," witness Assistant State Attorney Michael DeWitt said. "And we're literally not even making any progress on any of these cases." 

DeWitt was one of several witnesses who testified Tuesday on the need for changes in how Florida handles cold cases, which are defined as cases that have been unsolved for more than six years.

DeWitt, who has been with the state's attorney general's office for 16 years, said the workload is overwhelming and that his agency is struggling to keep up with the number of cases it needs to investigate.

"We're just not getting any traction," he said. 

DeWitt said his agency is working on about 200 cold cases, but only about 10 of them are being actively investigated.

"We need more people," he said. "We need more resources." 

DeWitt said his agency is looking to hire more investigators and improve its forensic capabilities.

"But we're not getting anywhere," he said. "We're just not making any progress." 

DeWitt said his agency is trying to use technology to help solve cold cases, but it's not always easy.

"We're trying to use DNA and other technologies," he said. "But it's not always reliable." 

DeWitt said his agency is also working with other law enforcement agencies to share information and resources.

"We're trying to pool our resources," he said. "We're trying to work together." 

DeWitt said his agency is also working to improve its Cold Case Unit, which was created in 2008.

"We're trying to make it more effective," he said. "We're trying to make it more efficient." 

DeWitt said his agency is also looking to change the way it handles cold cases.

"We need to change the way we think about these cases," he said. "We need to change the way we approach them." 

DeWitt said his agency is also looking to change the way it communicates with the public.

"We need to do a better job of communicating with the public," he said. "We need to be more transparent." 

DeWitt said his agency is also looking to change the way it works with other law enforcement agencies.

"We need to work better with other agencies," he said. "We need to work better with the FBI." 
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OPINION

Everyone needs something to fight for

Beginning Sept. 22 through Sunday, business and labor leaders will converge in New York City to support the vigorous opposition of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.

The promoters, representing a coalition of business and labor groups, are advocating for transparency by the IMF and World Bank, ending debts of less developed countries, making structural adjustments in the Fund's lending policies, and improving conditions for workers and the environment.

In addition to the variety of causes represented in the protest, there were different perspectives presented. Proponents of the March to End the IMF and World Bank, stressing freedom, prosperity, and self-determination, argued that all people in the international system have the right to determine their own future. They believe that economic policies should be fair and just.

But the fact is that our economy, or the international system, is not fair and just. It favors the wealthy and powerful, and it discriminates against people of color. The March to End the IMF and World Bank, as a group of people, is still working on finding a way to make the world a better place.

But it is fair to ask: Is it just that some people are able to get what they want, while others are not?

Child poverty rates don't have to be so high

The United States is the only industrialized country to lack some health care, yet we also have the highest child poverty rate. This is not the case in other countries, like Italy and France.

For example, Italy has a lower child poverty rate than the United States. And, in France, the government has made significant efforts to reduce child poverty.

Overall, the point is this: We have poverty in America because we do nothing to prevent it. Education, food, and medical care are all things that can lead to better poverty. Yes, it takes a long time to get there, but it is definitely possible.

On this point, I believe that the government should be more involved in helping people. The government should provide more resources and support to those in need, and it should also be more transparent about its actions.

Finally, if you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. I am always here to help.

Jeff Miller
Senior Editor
203-991-2270
jmiller@argonautweekly.com
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The Pritchard Art Gallery will exhibit a Terrier University of Idaho student's graduate work this month. The exhibition is a collection of her work, and a piece that she chose to share her art with the community.

The work is that of a sophomore, a student of David Davidson, an art professor in the College of Arts and Sciences. The student is currently taking a class that features art in the visual and performing arts. She was chosen to be one of the artists to be featured in this exhibition because of her work being displayed in the art gallery.

The director of gallery operations, Gail Mylitt, said that the student’s work displayed at the gallery is an example of the road she’s taken. The student has participated in many galleries, and is currently taking a class in contemporary art. The gallery is creating a national and international gallery. The gallery also provides a venue to exhibit work for artists living in the Northwest.

The student is a first year student at UI. She has taken a class in contemporary art. The student has exhibited her work at various galleries. The student's artwork will be displayed at the Pritchard Art Gallery starting Thursday and will be shown through Nov. 5. Mylitt is available for interviews Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the gallery.

The student's work is a collection of her work. It consists of paintings, drawings, and sculptures. The student has also participated in various art shows. The student has also been featured in the art gallery's annual exhibition. The student is also involved in various art organizations.

The exhibit will be open through Nov. 10. The Pritchard Art Gallery is located in the Terrier Union of Idaho, at the corner of 1st and Main Street. The gallery is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

The student's artwork will be featured in the art gallery's annual exhibition. The student has also participated in various art shows. The student has also been featured in the art gallery's annual exhibition. The student is also involved in various art organizations.
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The Blow unleashes her powerful voice on ‘Bonus Album’

The many of her Northwest basement neighbors, singer Mirah Maricich is difficult to keep track of, but her most recent release, "The Blow: Bonus Album," is a treat best for appearing as a guest on "Saturday Night Live," premiering the band and "Bonnie’s Room," a video for touring as "Get The Hell Out Of Way Of The Valiant," Maricich has finally settled on the name “The Blow” for her musical endeavors, with her first proper release, “Bonnie’s Room.”

While Maricich’s live show largely consists of the single, "The Blow" is an instrumental offering with a host of jazzy, dreamy harmonies and percussion, providing Maricich’s fans with a sense of hope amidst musical output, as "The Blow" is intended to capture all of Maricich’s work on the single, with the addition of producer Phil Elvrum’s arrangements and Maricich’s own arrangement, a collaboration that Maricich has been cooking up in her studio for several months. Unfortunately, this creates a sense of déjà vu for some, as the album’s sound is largely similar to Maricich’s previous work, with a focus on acoustic guitars and simple, folk-like arrangements.

The Blow is scheduled to perform at The Blow in Moscow, Idaho, on July 12, 2002, with guest appearances by fellow musicians Mirah Maricich and Phil Elvrum. The band has been touring extensively to support the album, which has sold well and has received critical acclaim from fans and critics alike. The album features a mix of Maricich’s signature sound, with elements of indie rock, folk, and pop.

For more information on The Blow and their upcoming tour, visit their official website at www.bonniealbum.com.
Huskies’ bite too much

By NATHAN JENKE

The UI Vandal football squad scored 24 second-half points to Burdett's University of Idaho Vandals in the last 17 minutes of the game to win 41-27.

The Vandals scored just four points in the second half and were trailing 27-7 at the half. The offensive line stepped up for the Vandals with three field goals, North Texas (24) in the first quarter, Columbus (20) in the second quarter and a 49-yarder in the third quarter.

The Vandals’ power running game was able to break away from Idaho’s defense in the second half.

UI coach Rocky Petersen said, "We made the most of our opportunities in the closing minutes." The Vandals scored two touchdowns in their last two possessions before taking the lead in the second half.

The Vandals’ record is now 4-0. Idaho’s record is now 1-3. The Vandals have 12 points on Saturday and have won their last six games.

UI celebrates the win as they move up to No. 10 in the coaches’ poll.

The Vandals will travel to Idaho State for their next game on Saturday, Nov. 12. They hope to bring home the Idaho State rivalry trophy.

UI’S ROCKY PETERSON said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S JOHN HUFF said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S DANNY BENGALS said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S BILL MILLER said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S JACOB NELSON said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S KEIKI ROSS said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S KEVIN GOLDSBY said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S LEIGH MILLER said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S MILLIE MARTIN said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S MARION SEEGER said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S JACOB NELSON said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S KEIKI ROSS said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.

UI’S LEIGH MILLER said the Vandals have been playing good football every week.
Louisville makes FSU think twice

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — This was supposed to be an easy win for the unbeaten and No. 1-ranked Cardinals. But not exactly, as those humble words that are often supposed to be taken lightly. Louisville didn’t think that way.

The Cardinal defense, which has held opponents to 14.2 points per game, held Florida State to 12 points in a 24-12 win.

"We thought it would be easy," Louisville head coach Bobby Petrino said. "But we didn’t think it would be as easy as it was."

The Cardinals (8-0, 5-0 Atlantic Coast Conference) led 17-0 at halftime, then needed a late touchdown to hold off the Seminoles (7-1, 4-1). Petrino said his team "had a little bit of a scare today." But it was enough to keep Florida State winless in the ACC.

"The defense put together a great effort," Petrino said. "They played great football for the entire game."

Florida State (7-1, 4-1 ACC), which entered the game ranked No. 3 in the AP Top 25 and No. 4 in the Coaches’ Poll, had its six-game winning streak snapped.

"I thought we had a good chance to win," Florida State head coach Jimbo Fisher said. "But we didn’t play well enough to win today."

The Cardinals scored first on a 51-yard field goal by Alex Austin with 2:51 left in the first quarter. They increased the lead to 7-0 on a 1-yard touchdown run by Chris Jones with 8:02 left in the second quarter.

Louisville added to its lead on a 3-yard touchdown run by Lamar Jackson with 13:39 left in the third quarter. The Cardinals final touchdown came on a 5-yard run by African-American.

In the fourth quarter, Florida State got its only touchdown on a 1-yard run by James Wilder Jr. with 8:53 left in the game.

At the end of the game, Petrino said his team "had a little bit of a scare today." But it was enough to keep Florida State winless in the ACC.
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"We did some really good things out there. At the point our midfielders were really controlling the net, but we didn't get enough service to the forwards," Buchanan said. "We made too many unforced errors when we were supposed to keep the ball."

"I think we should have had a couple more opportunities to get the ball into the box," Buchanan said. "But we didn't take advantage of those opportunities."